Students of Kongu Engineering College, Perundurai Won Rs. 3 Lakh Cash Prize in Smart India Hackathon

Smart India Hackathon (SIH) is a Pan-India contest conducted by the Ministry of Education with a mission to foster innovation among students. The grand finale of SIH 2023 was conducted for the hardware and software category with 234 problem statements in 48 nodal centers across India in which 1305 teams participated.

Three teams from Kongu Engineering College, Perundurai, Innovationers from Department of CSE, Twincord form Department of Computer Technology – PG and Cogentrix from combination of departments of Mech, EIE and IT have won the hackathon held at G.H. Raisoni College of Engineering Nagpur, Maharashtra, GIET University, Gunupur, Odisha and NallaMalla Reddy Engineering College, Hyderabad respectively. All the teams had won first prize in their category with a cash award of Rs.1 lakh each.


Thiru.A.K.Ilango, Correspondent, KEC and Dr.V.Balusamy, Principal, KEC congratulated the teams and their mentors for the efforts they had put in.